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Geologists have suggested that life might have emerged

at hydrothermal vents, chemists have shown that metal

sulphides such as FeS and NiS can catalyse biochemical

reactions in the absence of proteins, and biologists have

suggested that the acetyl-coenzyme-A (CoA) pathway of

CO2 fixation might be very ancient. New findings from

the enzymes at the heart of the acetyl-CoA pathway, car-

bon monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH) and acetyl-CoA

synthase (ACS), indicate that metals and metal sulphides

do the biochemical work of CO2 fixation. Here we pro-

pose that biochemistry got started when the two

volatiles that were thermodynamically furthest from

equilibrium on the early Earth – namely, marine CO2

from volcanoes and hydrothermal H2 – met at a hydro-

thermal vent rich in metal sulphides. In this ‘hydro-

thermal reactor’ hypothesis, a primitive, inorganically

catalysed analogue of the exergonic acetyl-CoA path-

way, using H2 as the initial electron donor and CO2 as

the initial acceptor, was instrumental in the synthesis of

organic precursors to fuel primordial biochemical reac-

tions. We suggest that primordial biochemistry was

housed in an acetate-producing hydrothermal reactor

that retained reduced carbon compounds produced

within its naturally forming inorganic confines.

“Life, geologically speaking, consists of the interference
with secondary lithosphere–atmosphere reactions so as to
produce a small but ever-renewed stock of organic
molecules” J.D. Bernal [1].

Current views on the beginnings of life tend to fall into
two well-entrenched camps: organic soup and surface
metabolism. Proponents of the organic soup theory suggest
that life originated through the organization of organic
molecules that were produced in the atmosphere by a
Miller–Urey type of reaction or were delivered to Earth
from space [2]. As the source of free energy to make, for
example, ATP or any other energy currency, simple
fermentations (oxidations of pre-existing reduced organic
compounds) have been suggested [3]. Proponents of the
surface metabolism theory, by contrast, contend that
metabolism arose autotrophically (starting from CO2

alone) on the surface of the mineral pyrite (FeS2). As the
source of free energy, the oxidative formation of pyrite from
iron monosulphide (FeS) and hydrogen sulphide (H2S) has

been suggested [4]. Proponents on both sides have recently
delivered hefty criticisms of the other [5,6] without a
compromise in sight.

Concentrations and compartments

Notwithstanding the continuing debate, there are other
issues to be resolved with regard to the question of how life
emerged. One of them is the ‘concentration’ problem
pointed out by De Duve [7]: that is, how to attain sufficient
concentrations of any mixture of organic compounds such
that anything vaguely similar to a self-replicating system,
for example in an RNA world, could arise on the early
Earth. This is a stumbling block in both theories.

An organic soup dissolved in an ocean’s worth of water
would be simply too dilute to enable monomeric precursors
to meet and to polymerise for self-replication [7]. Monomer
concentrations are also a problem for the surface metab-
olism model, because once molecules have reacted on a
surface they diffuse into the ocean, bringing us back to
organic soup. The surface metabolism model suggests that
the reaction products would be retained on a two-
dimensional surface until fully fledged cells emerged,
but this would rapidly lead to blocking of the catalyst,
bringing the reaction to an end. At the origin of
biochemistry there must have been a concentrating
mechanism, but of what kind?

Another related problem is the transition from dis-
organized solutions of organic molecules to free-living
cells, which are always surrounded by a biological
membrane and are always dependent on reduction–
oxidation (redox) reactions involving an electron donor
and electron acceptor. The notion that lipid droplets came
to encase self-replicating systems in solution (‘coacer-
vates’) is inherent to both theories, but coacervates are not
without their problems either, because it is not obvious
how a cytosol could evolve with all of its enzymes and
metabolites plus an underlying genome in free solution,
without the pre-existence of (necessarily inorganic)
compartments.

A solution to both problems (concentrations and
compartmentation) can be found in the suggestion that
life emerged in three-dimensional (3D) compartments
consisting of FeS formed at the bottom of the ocean during
the Hadean period (before 3.8 £ 109 years [Gyr] ago)
through the inflation of FeS precipitates by hydrothermal
fluid [8,9]. Such naturally forming 3D FeS compartments,
analogues of which have been reported from natural
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hydrothermal systems [10] (Figure 1), could have retained
and ordered organic molecules produced by prebiotic
reactions, rather than releasing them to dilution in the
primordial ocean as in the organic soup or surface
metabolism theories. By allowing sufficient concentrations
of reactants to be generated and to accumulate, the
hydrothermal reactor would permit the building blocks
of life (bases, amino acids and sugars) to accumulate
through continuous supply at their site of synthesis up to
concentrations sufficient to support the origin of early self-
replicating systems until genuine, genetically encoded
biological compartments – namely, membranes and cell
walls – arose [11].

A continuous supply of monomeric components for life’s
polymeric constituents (nucleic acids and proteins) is
essential because, for any system to replicate at the origin
of life, it must regularly double its total mass of organic
material [12]. Ample concentrations of monomers must be
therefore in continuous supply – a perhaps obvious, but in
our view seemingly insurmountable, problem underlying
the organic soup and surface metabolism theories.

The first biochemical pathway: a geochemical pathway

The chemical reactions through which life arose from the
elements must have been thermodynamically favourable
[13]. So what are the first chemical reactions that might
have fuelled the first organic chemical and subsequently

first living system with energy and reduced carbon
compounds? Traditional views point to glycolytic-like
fermentations as the source of carbon and energy [3],
and pyrite formation coupled to a reverse citric acid cycle
(a pathway of CO2 fixation in some prokaryotes), which
has construable similarities to imaginable inorganic
reactions, has also been proposed [4,14].

As an alternative, Peretó et al. [15] have suggested that
the linear acetyl-CoA or Wood–Ljungdahl pathway of CO2

fixation might be a better candidate than the above two for
the first biochemical pathway (Box 1). The acetyl-CoA
pathway is exergonic (i.e. it releases energy and thus will
tend to occur), it is a linear pathway that does not require
complicated biochemical intermediates to operate, and its
biochemistry today involves organic reactions that are
catalysed primarily by FeS and (Fe,Ni)S centres in
proteins. These properties are highly compatible with
the geochemically founded view that biochemistry arose
within a hydrothermal mound made initially, among other
things, of FeS and (Fe,Ni)S minerals [10,11].

In prokaryotes, the core enzyme in this pathway is
carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH) coupled with
acetyl-CoA synthase (ACS). Its dual active-site reaction
mechanism is thought to entail the reduction of CO2 to CO
with the help of electrons (most commonly stemming from
H2) at an Fe4NiS5 cluster called the ‘C-cluster’ [16], and
the subsequent condensation at the ‘A-cluster’ of the
carbonyl group (CO) with a methyl group (donated by a
corrinoid FeS protein) to produce a metal-bound acetyl
group, which is released from the enzyme via thiolysis,
yielding a thioester product [16–20] (Figure 2). In the
hydrogen-fermenting eubacterium Carboxydothermus
hydrogenoformans, the acetyl-binding metal of ACS is

Figure 1. Naturally formed iron sulphide compartments. (a) Top view of a fossi-

lized, 350-Myr-old iron–sulphur deposit from Tynagh, Ireland, that formed at a

hydrothermal spring on the seafloor [10]. It comprises botryoids (the bubble-laden

surface) and chimneys (arrows), through which the hydrothermal waters exhaled,

leading to the iron sulphide deposit. Although ten times younger than the first life

on Earth, this mineral sample illustrates the dynamics of deposition at seafloor

hydrothermal mounds. The inset in Figure 3 might have looked similar, if viewed

from the top. (b,c) Electron micrographs of a section of a Tynagh botryoid [10],

showing the naturally formed, metal-sulphide-bounded compartments. Scale bar

in (a) ¼ 1 cm; scale bar in (c) ¼ 100 mm.

Box 1. Thermodynamically better than a free lunch

The overall reaction of the acetyl-CoA pathway, as it occurs in various

autotrophic eubacteria and archaebacteria today, can be summar-

ized as:

4H2 þ 2CO2 þ HSCoA ! CH3COSCoA þ 3H2O ðEqn 1Þ

with an estimated standard free energy (DG0
0) of 259 kJ mol21 [36],

which is sufficient to drive ATP synthesis [37]. In a nutshell, the

pathway reduces CO2 to form an energy-rich thioester in the

presence of a thiol with the help of electrons supplied by H2, while

releasing enough energy to make ATP via chemiosmosis in the

process. The pathway converts inorganic carbon to organic carbon (a

process that is essential for all life) and is thermodynamically

favourable. Seen from a thermodynamic standpoint, organisms that

use the acetyl-CoA pathway as their core energy-producing and CO2-

fixing route find themselves in “a geochemically provided benthic

boondoggle” and “are given a free lunch that they are paid to eat”

(Ref. [38], p. 73).

The acetate-producing reaction as it occurs in homoacetogenic

prokaryotes is even more exergonic than the thioester-producing

reaction [13]:

4H2 þ 2CO2 ! CH3COOH þ 2H2O ðEqn 2Þ

with thermodynamic values of DGr
0 (standard molal Gibbs free

energy) of 2172.32 kJ mol21 at 2 8C and 2160.74 kJ mol21 at 70 8C

[39]. Although highly exergonic, the reaction does not take place in

the absence of catalysis, which is provided today by metal-sulphide

containing enzymes, owing to the high activation energy of the CO2-

reducing reaction [40]. Notably, the reaction is more exergonic at low

temperatures than at high temperatures [39].
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nickel in a novel Ni-Ni-[4Fe4S] cluster [18]. CODH
and ACS can occur together as a single bifunctional
enzyme (ACS–CODH) or as separate, monofunctional
enzymes [19,20].

Acetyl-CoA, the product of the pathway, is a thioester.
Thioesters are energy-rich and highly reactive compounds
and, like ATP, they are an energy currency. De Duve [7] has
made a strong case for an essential role of thioesters in the
early phases of biochemical evolution. Glycolysis, the citric
acid cycle, fatty acid biosynthesis, isoprenoid biosynthesis
and reactions involving acetyl-CoA all use the reactivity of
thioester bonds and their ability to store chemical energy
[7]. Just as the hydrolysis of ATP releases energy, so does

the hydrolysis of a thioester bond to the free thiol and
an organic acid, which is acetate in the acetyl-CoA
pathway (Box 1).

Long known among geochemists [8] but less well known
among biochemists, the structure of the metal sulphur
clusters in ACS–CODH are very similar to mineral forms
of (Fe,Ni)S themselves (Figure 2). The structures of a
C-cluster in CODH and of the A-cluster of ACS (Figure 2a)
can be seen in a quarter cell of the metastable mineral
greigite (SNiS)(Fe4S4)(SFeS) (Figure 2b). Furthermore,
the cubic Fe4S4 unit of greigite is found in the Fe4S4

thiocubane units (called [4Fe4S] clusters in biochemistry)
of other proteins of relevance to the acetyl-CoA pathway,

Figure 2. Structural similarity between (Fe,Ni)S centres in enzymes and in minerals. (a) Cartoon of the carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH) and acetyl-coenzyme-A

(CoA) synthetase (ACS) reaction, based on structural data summarized in Refs [16–20,35]. The exact reaction mechanism for ACS has not been resolved: differing proposals

have been put forth [17,20] and differences have been also reported regarding the presence of copper, zinc and nickel at the active site of the A cluster [17,20,35]; nickel has

been found at the active site of the active enzyme [18]. Only selected metal sulphide centres of CODH and ACS are shown; the protein structure is represented by shading.

The structures of methylsulphide, which has been synthesized from H2S and CO2 via FeS catalysis [24], and methyl thioacetate (acetyl methylsulphide), which has been syn-

thesized from CO and methylsulphide via NiS and FeS catalysis [25], are shown at the top for comparison. A reaction mechanism for the latter mineral-catalysed synthesis

has been proposed [25]. (b) Structure of the Fe4
2.5þS4 ‘cubane’ unit in a half cell of the metastable mineral greigite (SNiS)(Fe4S4)(SFeS); see Ref. [10] for further structural

details and comparisons. (c) The Fe4S4 ‘thiocubane’ units in other proteins that catalyse reactions of relevance to the acetyl-CoA pathway, namely, a ferredoxin [21], an

[FeNi]-hydrogenase [22], and an iron-only [Fe]-hydrogenase [23], the proposed active site of which is called the ‘H-cluster’.
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namely, the electron carrier ferredoxin [21] and the
electron-delivering hydrogenases [FeNi]-hydrogenase
[22] and iron-only [Fe]-hydrogenase [23], the proposed
active site of which is called the ‘H-cluster’. In other words,
the structure and atomic coordination of catalytically
essential (Fe,Ni)S centres of (Fe,Ni)S proteins are not
inventions of the biological world, rather they are
mimics of minerals that are indisputably older and
which themselves have catalytic activity in the absence
of protein [24,25].

The geochemical setting

Is such an energy-releasing, CO2-fixing reaction plausible
at the origin of biochemistry? For models of the origin of
life at a hydrothermal vent, the answer is yes. For the
setting, we suggest a mineral mound that channelled a
highly reduced (H2-containing) hydrothermal fluid to meet
the CO2-rich ocean bottom water in a compartmentalized
reactor consisting of freshly and continuously formed
(Fe,Ni)S walls [10,11] (Figure 3). H2 is a significant
constituent of hydrothermal fluid at deep-sea vents
today [26], and at the origin of biochemistry some 4 billion
years ago the concentration of H2 in hydrothermal fluid
that vented into the Hadean ocean would have been even
higher [10]. Furthermore, the Hadean ocean had higher
concentrations of CO2 than have today’s oceans [27]. Thus,
the two principal reactants in the hydrothermal reactor
model, H2 and CO2, certainly would have met at the
interface between hydrothermal fluid and Hadean ocean
bottom water (Figure 3); however, they would have done so

across a colloidal barrier comprising metal sulphides, most
notably FeS and NiS and variants thereof (Figure 3).

The type of vent central to this model is not the familiar
‘black smoker’, because black smokers are much too hot
(350 8C) for biochemical-like reactions [10]. And where,
one might ask, did the metal sulphide colloidal barrier and
compartments come from? Hydrothermal fluid, from the
Hadean period until today, contains substantial amounts
of H2S (as HS2), which immediately precipitates as
extremely insoluble metal sulphides when it comes into
contact with dissolved metal ions such as Fe2þ (and Ni2þ),
which were present in abundance in the Hadean ocean
[10]. Similarly formed metal sulphide precipitates can be
seen in Figure 1. Today’s oceans contain almost no Fe2þ but
particulate Fe3þ instead, because the Earth is far more
oxidized today than it was 4 Gyr ago, owing to oxygenic
photosynthesis. But Fe2þ was clearly the predominant
form 4 Gyr ago [10].

The significance of metal sulphides in the hydrothermal
reactor model is their catalytic activity in CO2- and CO-
reducing reactions, both as metal sulphur clusters in
proteins [16,28,29] (Figure 2) and as the free minerals
themselves [24,25]. The significance of the 3D compart-
ments comprising the reactor (Figures 1 and 3), which
form a barrier to diffusion into the ocean, is their retention
of just-synthesized organic molecules. Because of the
various oxidation states of metals and sulphur, and
because the relative stoichiometry of these elements can
vary locally, natural (Fe,Ni)S precipitates are typically
mixtures of different minerals, among them Fe5NiS8,
which is the mineral greigite.

Figure 3. The kind of natural hydrothermal reactor developed at an alkaline submarine spring, proposed here to be the geological hatchery of life. Gradients in temperature

(110 to 20 8C), pH (10 to 6) and redox (2600 mV to þ100 mV) are steepest at the mound’s exterior. The mound comprises carbonates, clays, iron oxyhydroxides and sul-

phides. Ionized and polar organic molecules are synthesized, concentrated, and ordered in the reactor [10,11]. Waste heat, water, unionized and nonpolar organic products,

and much of the acetate are exhaled through self-forming chimneys. Inset shows an enlargement of one of the vents.
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Could such mineral clusters themselves have catalysed a
primitive acetyl-CoA pathway [30,31]? Could a hydrother-
mal mound catalyse the production of acetate purely by
inorganic means, thereby releasing energy for further
chemical work? Experimental evidence supports this idea.
The laboratory synthesis of methylsulphide (CH3SH) from
H2S and CO2 using only FeS as the catalyst has been shown
[24]. Both the thioester acetyl methylsulphide (CH3-

COSCH3) and its hydrolysed product, acetate (CH3COO2),
can be produced from CO and CH3SH by using only FeS and
NiS as catalysts [25]. Similar work, albeit at high tempera-
tures, has led to the synthesis of pyruvate [32], and (Fe,Ni)S
can catalyse the synthesis of peptide bonds in the presenceof
CO [33]. In the hydrothermal reactor, therefore, we propose
that such reactions are plausible.

The acetyl-CoA pathway: simplicity

The acetyl-CoA pathway as an initial biochemical route is
also attractive because it does not require pre-existing
organic ‘primers’, such as intermediates of the citric acid
cycle, to operate. Wächtershäuser [4,14] has suggested
that electron transfer from H2S to FeS, which produces
pyrite (FeS2), would release energy that could be
harnessed for primordial metabolism and CO2 fixation
via the reverse citric acid cycle. It has also been suggested
that Fe(III) would have been a suitable initial electron
acceptor fuelling a reverse citric acid cycle [10]. In the
acetyl-CoA pathway, however, CO2 is the electron acceptor,
H2 is the donor, a C2 thioester is the product and the most
complex organic intermediate is a methyl group. Because
the thioesters are readily hydrolysed, the hydrothermal
reactor would produce mainly acetate as waste (Box 1).

At the very earliest phases of biochemical evolution that
we are considering here, there were no ATPases as we know
them today to harness chemiosmotic potential, even though,
in terms of the reactor model, there was natural chemio-
smotic potential available at the hydrothermal mound by
virtue of the alkalinity of hydrothermal fluid (pH < 9–10)
versus the acidity of the Hadean ocean (pH < 5–6), a
difference of roughly four pH units [21]. But chemical energy
from acetate production could nonetheless have been har-
nessed, provided that organic thiols were available in the
reactor, which is extremely likely, for example, in the form of
methylsulphide [24]. The thermodynamically favourable
production of thioesters as highly reactive, energy-rich inter-
mediates would fit very well with De Duve’s [7] suggestions
that thioesters were central to early biochemistry, but would
exclude neither a role for pyrophosphates as early energy
stores [34] nor a role for additional redox potential stemming
from photolytically generated marine Fe(III) [21].

If a primitive analogue of the acetyl-CoA pathway,
catalysed by metal sulphide centres as it is today in ACS–
CODH, was involved, then thioesters would have been
produced to undergo additional organic reactions. This
analogue could have incorporated sulphur (and eventually,
far down the line, organically housed metal sulphides and
metal sulphide clusters in proteins) into a reactive by-
product, or precipitate, as a side activity of the main
reaction. If we assume that ammonia was available in the
hydrothermal fluid as the product of N2 reduction at high
temperature and pressure deep in the crust [13], plus a bit

of phosphate derived from the ocean, then with a large and
continuous flux through this exergonic pathway, enough
organic ‘leftovers’ could accumulate to start about the
business of progressing from inorganic chemistry to the
chemistry of life. The result would be a hydrothermal
mound that produces acetate from H2 and CO2 with
organic chemistry arising as a by-product.

Although it is still a long path from metal-sulphide-
catalysed organic chemistry to fully fledged, free-living
cells [11], one has to start somewhere: a hydrothermal
reactor would contain, stably over geological time, a good
set of continuously produced ingredients.

Concluding remarks

Did early biochemistry get started in catalytic metal
sulphide compartments that arose at a hydrothermal
mound in the Hadean ocean? Given the concentration
problems associated with organic soup (too dilute from the
start) and surface metabolism (the reaction in two
dimensions blocks the catalyst or the products diffuse
into the ocean to become dilute organic soup), perhaps we
should be asking could it have happened any other way?
For anything like a cell ever to emerge, the building blocks
of biochemistry would have to have a continuous source of
reduced carbon and energy and would have to remain
concentrated at their site of sustained synthesis over
extended times. Naturally forming compartments in FeS
precipitates at a hydrothermal mound would solve the
concentration problem neatly [10,11].

The walls of such a structure would have been made of
the minerals that, as metal and metal sulphide centres,
catalyse the reduction of CO2 from H2 in the acetyl-CoA
pathway [16–20], making it both a reasonable candidate
for the first CO2-reducing pathway [15] and a rich source of
thioesters – highly reactive central intermediates of
biochemistry in all cells. Given that FeS and NiS can
catalyse synthesis of methanethiol from CO2 and H2S [24]
and the synthesis of the thioester acetyl methylsulphide
from CO and CH3SH in the laboratory [25], all of the
constituents for a primordial role of the acetyl-CoA
pathway seem to be in place. What is missing,
however, is the synthesis of a thioester, such as acetyl
methylsulphide, directly from CO2 and H2 in the
presence of metal sulphides. A pathway that operates
with two enzymes (ACS and CODH) or one bifunctional
one (ACS–CODH) is a good place from which to start
from the standpoint of simplicity.

The argument has been made that the first cells produced
acetateasawasteproduct, like manyprimitiveanaerobesdo
today [15]. Given the structural (and catalytic) similarity
betweenthemineralsthemselvesandthecatalyticcentresof
the enzymes in the acetyl-CoA pathway, an attractive idea is
that the first cells simply conserved a thermodynamically
favourable reaction that got started in a stable geochemical
reactor with catalytic walls and a strong, sustained redox
potential: in other words, in an acetate-producing hydro-
thermal mound.
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